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Observations
of the anomalousabsorptionof low-powerHF probewavescausedby the actionof a highpowerHF ordinarymoderadiowave are presented.At pumpfrequencies
in the vicinityof harmonicsof the
electrongyrofrequencythe anomalousabsorptionmeasuredon the low-power probe waves exhibit local
minima. Alsoat thesefrequencies,
large-scalechanges
deducedfrom phasemeasurements
of the low-power
probewavesand heaterself-absorption
are reduced,whereasthe growthtime of the anomalousabsorptionis
increased. The electrongyrofrequencyestimatedfrom the frequencyof the absorptionminimumcompares
favorably with that derived from the InternationalGeomagneticReferenceField (IGRF) magneticfield
model.

1. INTRODUCTION

Anomalous or wideband absorption [e.g., Cohen and
Whitehead, 1970; Utlaut and Violette, 1974; Stubbe et al.,
1982a; Jones et al., 1984, 1986; Robinson, 1989; Stocker et

al., 1992a] has been a commonfeatureof experimentsat all
geomagneticlatitudes in which a powerful HF radio wave of
ordinary polarization interacts with the plasma in the
ionosphericF region. The anomalousabsorptionof low-power
probe HF radio waves propagating through the reflection
region of a high power pump wave arises because of the
generationof small-scalefield-aligned irregularities(FAI) by
the pump in the vicinity of the upper hybrid resonanceregion
[Perkins, 1974; Vas'kov and Gurevich, 1975, 1977; Graham

and Fejer, 1976;Das and Fejer, 1979;Stubbeand Kopka,1980;
Kuo and Lee, 1982; Stubbe et al., 1982a, b; Dysthe et al.,
1983; Jones et al., 1984, 1986; Robinson,

1988, 1989].

Predominantly,the probe waves are scatteredinto Langmuir
waves rather than into other electromagneticwaves [Ryzhov,
1971, 1972]. Heater-inducedanomalousabsorptionhas been
studied extensively with the aid of the Max-Planck-Institut
(MPI) high-powerfacility (heater)at Troms0, Norway [Stubbe
et al., 1982a; Jones et al., 1982, 1984, 1986; Robinson,

The downshifted maximum (DM) feature observed in the SEE
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Dopplermeasurements
madeduringheating. They foundthat
while small-scale electron density perturbationswere found
near the pump reflection and upper hybrid resonance(UHR)
heights during heating far from gyrofrequency harmonics,
during heating at the third harmonic these perturbationswere
not detected at the UHR. The disappearanceof the DM at
gyrofrequencyharmonicsand its apparentdependenceon the
presence of FAI prompted the investigation of anomalous
absorption characteristics at pump frequencies close to
gyrofrequencyharmonicswhich is reportedin this paper.
Observationsfrom two campaigns(May and August 1991)
in which the signal strength and phase of low-power HF
diagnosticsand heater self-absorptionwere measuredat heater
frequenciesclose to harmonicsof the electron gyrofrequency
are presentedin section3. In section4 values of the electron
gyrofrequencyestimatedfrom measurementsof the anomalous
absorption are compared with those derived from the IGRF
model, and finally, possible explanations for some of the
observed

1989]. In thesepreviousexperimentsthe heaterwas operated
at arbitrarily chosen convenient frequencies. Recently,
however,there has been a great deal of interestin the effects of
heating at frequencies close to harmonics of the electron
gyrofrequency[Leysereta/., 1989, 1990, 1992; Leyser, 1991;
Stubbe and Kopka, 1990; Belyakova et al., 1991;
Lobachevskyet al., 1992]. So far, all of these experiments
except those reported by Belyakova et al. [1991] and
Lobachevskyet al. [1992] have concentratedon observations
of the spectrumof the reflected heater signal, i.e. the so-called
stimulated electromagneticemission (SEE) spectra [Thidd et
al., 1982, 1983, 1989; Stubbeet al., 1984; Fejer eta/., 1985].

Copyright1993 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.

spectra [Stubbe et al., 1984] has been associatedwith the
existence of FAI and is found not to be present at pump
frequenciesnear gyrofrequencyharmonics[Leysereta/., 1990].
Belyakovaet al. [1991] and Lobachevskyet al. [1992] studied

features are also discussed.

2. EXP•AL

ARRANOEMENT

The experimentalarrangementfor the presentexperimentis
almost identical to that employed for several previous
observationsof anomalousabsorptionat Troms0 [e.g., Jones
et al., 1986]. The locations of the various sites where
equipmentwas deployed in two heating campaigns(May and
August 1991) are illustrated in Figure 1. The heater which is
located at Ramfjordmoen about 16 km to the southeast of
Troms0, Norway, has beendescribedby Stubbeet al. [1982b].
However, recently, the number of elements in one of the
antennaarrays has been increasedby a factor of 4 resulting in
an increasedgain of 6 dB. Thus a maximum effective radiated
power (ERP) of about 1 GW can now be transmitted in the
frequency range 5.5 o 8 MHz (the so-called "superheater").
During the experiments described in this paper, the heater
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receiver

4 Tx (3.5 - 8.0 MHz)

was located

at a site 17 km to the northeast

of the

heaterwherethe spectrumof thereflectedheaterwaveandhence
the SEE were measured[Stubbe et al., 1984]. The resultsof
observationsobtained by this equipmentduring the present

two campaignswill be reportedelsewhere(P. Stubbeet al.,
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Stimulated electromagnetic emissions and anomalous
absorption near harmonicsof the electron gyrofrequency,
submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 1993).
Ionogramsproducedby an ionosonde
collocatedwith the heater
were recordedon film at approximately30 to 50 min intervals
and thus provided a general indication of ionospheric
backgroundconditions. The ambient electron density profiles
and hence heaterinteractionheightswere calculatedfrom these
ionograms (section 4).
Although the experimentsduring the two campaignswere
similar, there were some differences which are outlined below.

A schematic of the heater cycles employed during these
experimentsis depictedin Figure 2. The heaterwas first tuned
to the requiredfrequency,a processwhich usually took 1 to 2
min. Then, during a 4 min period when the heater was
operating, the spectrum of the reflected heater signal was
measured. In the May 1991 experimentsthis was followed by
two heatercyclesof 30 s off, followed by 30 s on. In August
0
10
20 (km)
I
I
I
1991, one heatercycle of 1 min off, followed by 1 min on, was
transmitted. The first scheme (May 1991) enabled good
5 Rx (3.5 - 8.0 MHz)
estimatesof heater self-absorptionand the onset time of the
anomalousabsorptionto be obtained,while the secondscheme
South Site
(August 1991) provided improved estimatesof the anomalous
Fig. 1. Map showingthe location of the experimentalstations. The
absorption. The heater was then switchedoff for about 1 min
dashedcircleindicatesthe approximatepositionof the -3-dB contourof
before being tuned to the next frequencyand the experimental
the lower-power(i.e., wider beam)heaterat an altitudeof 200 km (note
procedurerepeated. The heaterfrequencywas changedby either
that the effectsof refractionhavebeenneglected).
10 or 20 kHz at each step, over a total range of typically 300
kHz. Each experimentbeganat a frequencybetween80 and 150
transmittedvertically with o-mode polarizationfrom a lower- kHz below the expectedvalue of the harmonicof theelectron
gain antenna array (i.e., ERP ~ 160-200 MW) with the gyrofrequencyand progressedupwardthroughthe harmonicand
exceptionof an experimenton May 15, 1991, which employed beyond. Given sufficient time and favorable ionospheric
the higher-gain,superheaterantennaarray (ERP ~ 640 MW).
conditions a second run was usually made in which the
Given that during periods of low D region absorption the frequencywas steppeddownwardthroughthe harmonic. In this
thresholdof the thermal parametricinstability, which leads to way an experiment took about 3 to 4 hours to complete and
FAI growth and hence anomalous absorption, is easily therefore very stable conditionswere required for systematic
exceededby pump waves transmittedfrom either array [e.g., measurements to be obtained.
Stubbe and Kopka, 1980; Robinson, 1989], no systematic
Throughoutthe heater cycle, low-power HF probe waves
difference in the anomalousabsorptionmeasurementsshould were received at the southsite. In May 1991, three diagnostic
be expected.
signalswere monitored:two at fixed frequencies,one about0.5
Low-powerHF transmitterswere located50 km to the north MHz below the harmonicof the gyrofrequency(o mode), the
of the heatersite, while the receiverswere positioned45 km to other about 0.5 MHz above (both o and x modes), and one at a
the south. This geometrywas chosendeliberatelyin order to
Tuning
ensurethat the probe waves would not propagatethroughthe
b
a bab
a
heatedD or E regions. This diagnosticsystemconsistsof four
a) ON
transmitterscapable of broadcastingunmodulatedsignals in
the range3.5 - 8 MHz with a powerof about50 W. The signals
/

!

are then radiated from inverted-V

antennas which induce both o
OFF

and x modes of propagation in the ionosphere. These
transmissionsare received on crosseddipole antennaswhich
b
a
b
a
enables the polarization modes to be resolved and recorded
b) ON
separately.The real and imaginarycomponents
of the received
signalsare loggedwhich meansthat both phaseand amplitude
informationcan be obtained. The data are sampledat a rate of
OFF
•
32 Hz and written to magnetictape. Simultaneously,
the signal
amplitudesare also written to chartrecordersso that a real-time
assessment
of heatingeffects can be made during the courseof Fig. 2. A schematic
of theheatercyclesemployed
during(a) May 1991,
the experiments.
and (b) August1991. The thicklines 'a' and 'b' representtheintervals
As well as the diagnosticsdescribedabove, a further HF fromwhich
datawereaveraged
toobtain
AoffandAon,respectively.
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frequencywhich was offset from that of the heaterby a constant
value (in the region of 60 kHz, o mode). Similarly, in August
1991, three diagnostic signals were measured but only one
fixed frequencysignalwas employed,either 0.5 MHz aboveor
below the harmonicof the gyrofrequency. In the caseof the
fixed frequencybeing above the gyrofrequencyharmonic,both
o andx modeswere monitored,otherwiseonly the o mode was
recorded. In addition to the fixed frequency signal, two
diagnosticsat a constant offset from the heater, one 70 kHz
below and one 70 kHz above the heater frequency (both o
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mode), were also monitored. The anomalous absorption
measurementswhich are presentedin this paper are derived
from probe waveswhich were offset by a fixed frequencyfrom
the heater. In both campaignsthe nonfixed frequency (i.e.,
thoseat a fixed frequencyoffset from the heater)receiverswere
switchedoff when the frequencyof the probe transmitterwas
changedto provide a visual referencepoint in the data. The
fixed frequencydiagnosticsprovideda pointer to any changes
in the ambient ionospheric conditions and also a rough
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indication of the FAI scale size [Jones et al., 1984; Robinson,

1989; Stockeret al., 1992a]. The amplitudeof the reflected
heatersignalwas also monitoredduringboth campaigns.
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3. OBSERVATIONS

3.1. Diagnostic AnomalousAbsorption
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A typical example of the signal strengthsof two o-mode
probe waves, one 70 kHz above and one 70 kHz below the
heaterfrequency,as a functionof time is illustratedin Figure 3.
The amplitudeof the reflectedheatersignalis reproducedin the
bottom panel of this figure. This figure demonstratesquite
1341
1343
1345
1347
1349
1351
clearly that the heater causes a reduction in the received
strengthof the low-power waves, i.e., anomalousabsorption
Time (UT)
[e.g., Stubbe et al., 1982a; Robinson, 1989]. The level of
anomalousabsorption,[', can be definedquite simply as [' = Fig. 3. The relativesignalstrengthof the reflectedheaterwave (bottom

Aoff- Aon,whereAof
f andAon arethequasi-stationary
signal panel)andtwo probewaves(toptwo panels)on August25, 1991.
strengths observed while the heater was off and on,
respectively. By "quasi-stationary"we mean that the signals
An example of the anomalous absorption response to
are fluctuatingabouta relatively constantlevel. This is not the different heater frequenciesbetween 1452 and 1700 UT on
case, for example, immediately after the heater has been August24, 1991, is presentedin Figure 4. During this interval
switched on or off or while the probe frequency is altered. the levels of anomalous absorptionmeasured on the probe

Valuesof Aof
f andAonfor eachpumpfrequency
areestimated waves

70 kHz above and below the heater were almost identical

by averaging the data over the intervals marked a and b, and thereforethey have been averagedto producethe data in
respectively, in Figure 2. In common with many other Figure4. The errorbarsrepresentthe standarderrorof the mean
observationsof this type at Tromp, the growth and recovery associatedwith the averagingof thesedata. It is clear from this
timesof the absorption(Figure3) are a few seconds(exceptthe figure that the anomalousabsorptionis reducedat frequencies
growth time observedby the 6.70-MHz diagnosticat 1349 UT) close to 6.70 - 6.72 MHz. There is evidenceto suggestthat
and the absorptionlevels recorded are about 10 dB. Several this frequency lies close to a harmonic of the electron
other features present in Figure 3 also require comment. gyrofrequency(see section4). The "doubledip" feature,i.e.,
Firsfly, it shouldbe notedthat during the tuningprocessof the the two local minima either side of the peak at 6.71 MHz,
heater (1342:10 - 1343:00 UT), the heater beam is not fully which is presentin Figure 4 is observedduring all experiments
focusedand thereforeas a result the anomalousabsorptionof where the heaterfrequencyis closeto the fifth harmonicof the
the diagnosticsignalsdoes not begin until after the end of the gyrofrequency and sometimes at other harmonics. Note that
tuningperiod. The difficulty in determiningthe time at which the level of anomalousabsorptiondoesnot fall to zero even at
the diagnosticsbegin to be anomalouslyabsorbedmeans that the minimum.
the growth time of the anomalous absorption cannot be
In order to highlight the systematicfeatures,values of the
estimatedwith any confidenceduring this part of the heater anomalous absorption observed in the vicinity of three

cycle. Secondlythe two suddenreductionsin the probesignal
strength which occur at approximately 1341:40 and 1350:40
UT are the visual referencepointsreferredto in section2 and
therefore indicate that the diagnosticfrequency was being
changed.

differentgyrofrequency
harmonics
(i.e., at nfc, with n=3, 4,
and5, andwherefc is theelectrongyrofrequency)
havebeen
averagedover a numberof experimentsand plottedas functions
of heaterfrequencyin Figure 5. The zero point in the frequency
scale

has been

chosen

to coincide

with

the

minimum

in
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6.70

6.80

6.90

Heaterfrequency
(MHz)

anomalous
absorption
appearsat n=3, 4, and 5 for a heater

Fig. 4. The averageof the anomalousabsorptionmeasuredon two probe
waves fixed at frequenciesof 70 kHz above and below the heater
frequency as a function of heater frequency close to the fifth
gyrofrequencyharmonicfor an experimenton August24, 1991 (1452 •700 UT).

n=3

12

011

anomalous absorption in each experiment. It should be
pointedout that the minimum in anomalousabsorptiondid not
necessarilyoccurat the samefrequencyfor eachexperiment,an
observationwhich is hardly surprisingif the location of the
minimum is related to the electron gyrofrequencysince this
will vary with magnetic field strength and therefore heater
reflection height. This point is discussedfurther in section4.
As in Figure 4, the most obviousfeature at all three valuesof n
in Figure 5 is that the anomalousabsorptionreduces to a
minimumof about2 - 3 dB for a narrowrange(20 - 30 kHz) of
pump frequencies. From measurements
of the spectrumof the
reflected heater wave, it appears that the minimum in
anomalousabsorptionis related to the disappearance
of the
downshifted maximum feature in the stimulated emissions(P.
Stubbe, private communication, 1991). A peak in the

0.2

n--4

frequencyof about 80 - 100 ld-Iz above that of the minimum.
Sometraceof the "doubledip" can alsobe observedin Figure5
in the n=4 (at-30 kHz) and n=5 (at -10 and -40 kHz) ranges,
althoughthesefeaturesare similarin magnitudeto the errors.
In addition to the level of diagnosticanomalousabsorption,
anomalousabsorptiongrowth time constant,and diagnostic
phasechangeshave also been measured. The growthtime of
the anomalousabsorptionhasbeenderivedfrom the e-fold time
of an exponentialcurve least squaresfitted to the diagnostic
signal level.
The anomalous absorption, anomalous
absorption growth time constant, and diagnostic phase
changes obtained during an experiment on May 16, 1991,
when the heaterfrequencywas close to the fourth harmonicof
the electron gyrofrequency,have been plotted as functionsof
heater frequency in Figure 6. The same quantitiesmeasured
during heatingclose to the fifth harmonic(ERP=640 MW) on
May 15, 1991, are illustratedin Figure 7. In addition to the
quantitiesderived from observationsof the diagnosticsignals,
the heater self-absorption has also been measured and is
depictedas a functionof pump frequencyin Figures6d and 7d
and discussed in subsection 3.3.

Examination of Figures 6a and 7a reveals that the
anomalous absorption as a function of heater frequency
exhibitsa local minimum, as discussedpreviously. In the case
of the experimenton May 16, 1991 (Figure 6a), the anomalous
absorptionis reducedto lessthan 1 dB at a frequencyof 5.443

MHz (i.e., fc ~ 1.361MHz), whilefor May 15, 1991(Figure
7a), the minimumin absorptionoccursfor a pumpfrequencyof

-0.2

-0.1

0.0

0.1

•.2

around6.69 MHz (i.e., fc ~ 1.338MHz). The differencein

gyrofrequency measured in each of these experiments is
consistentwith a difference in the respectiveheater reflection
heights (see section 4).
The e-fold time of the onsetof diagnosticabsorptionas a
functionof heaterfrequencyon May 16 is illustratedin Figure
86b. It appearsfrom this figure that the e-fold time increasesas
the heater frequencyapproachesthe harmonicof the electron
gyrofrequency. However, the anomalous absorption is a
4.
minimum at frequenciesin the vicinity of the harmonicof the
electrongyrofrequencyand thereforethe e-fold time cannotbe
accuratelydeterminedsince the natural variation in diagnostic
signal
strength(i.e., fading) can be of the same order as the
-0.1
0.0
0.2
heater-inducedabsorption. The growth time of anomalous
Offsetfromabsorption
minimum(MHz)
absorption for a given set of ionospheric conditions, in
Fig. 5. Averagedanomalous
absorption
as a functionof pumpfrequency particularvariability [Stubbeet al., 1982a], is a crudemeasure
offset from the minimum in anomalous absorption, Af for three
of by how much the electricfield of the heaterwave exceedsthe
gyrofrequency
harmonics
(i.e.,nfc). Forn=3,theresults
fromonlyone
excitation threshold of the thermal parametric decay
experimenthas been includedin the average,whereasthe resultsfrom
six and five experimentswereaveragedfor n=4 and n=5, respectively.
instability. Previousexperiments[Robinson, 1989] indicated
12-

'n=5

,

,
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Fig.?. Panels
asfor Fig,6 except
measurements
obtained
onMay 15,
Fig.6. (a)Anomalous
absorption,
(b)absorption
growth
time,(c)heater- 1991,nearto thefifth gyrofrequency
harmonic.NotethatheaterERP~
induced
phasechange,
and(d) heaterself-absorption,
asa function
of
640 MW duringthisexperiment.
heaterfrequency
closeto thefourthgyrofrequency
harmonic
on May
16, 1991. Heatereffectiveradiated
power(ERP)~ 200 MW.

that increasing
heaterpowertendedto reducethe growthtime.
So the observations
presentedin Figure 6b may indicatethat
the heater power employedin creatingFAI is reducedat
frequencies
closeto gyrofrequency
harmonics.The growth
timesmeasuredon May 15 (Figure7b) were seriouslyaffected
by naturalsignalfadingandare thereforenotas clearlyrelated
to the anomalous
absorption
asthoseon May 16 (Figure6b).
$.2. DiagnosticPhase
In addition to the small-scale effects (i.e., the creation of

heaterfrequencyin Figure6c andFigure7c. The errorbarsin
these figures represent the typical phase changespresent
during periodsin which no heatingtook place. Previous

observations
of heater-induced
diagnosticphasechanges
[Joneset al., 1982; Robinson, 1989] have revealedthat the

phasechangeis well correlatedwith anomalous
absorption
level independentlyof ionosphericconditions. However,
while Figures6c and7c do not exhibita detailedcorrelation
with the anomalousabsorption,in general,the phasechangeis
smallerat pump frequenciesin the regionof the absorption
minimumandlargerelsewhere.Thisresultis in agreement
with

Dopplermeasurements
by Lobachevsky
et al. [1992]whoalso

FAI and hence anomalousabsorption),large-scale or bulk foundthat the Doppler(i.e., phaseor electrondensity)change
effectsarealsoknownto occurduringheatingat TromsO[Jones was reducedwhen the heaterfrequencywas closeto the third
et al., 1982, 1986; Robinson, 1989; Stockeret al., 1992b]. harmonicof the gyrofrequency.It shouldbe notedthatduring

The phasechangeobserved
on the receiveddiagnostic
signals both campaignsreported in this paper, the natural phase
of the
is a measureof these bulk changessince the phasepath is variationswere quite large, which mademeasurement
heater-induced
phase
changes
rather
difficult
and
which
could
dependent
upon the refractiveindex alongthe signalpath
whichin turndependson the electrondensity. It is important account for the lack of detailed correlation with anomalous
it is likely thatthe two 30-s on/off
to notethat an increasein the measuredphasein Figures6 and absorption.Furthermore,
duringthe experiments
of May 1991
7 representsa decreasein the phase path betweenthe heatercyclestransmitted
phasechangeto
transmitter and the receiver. The maximum phase change (Figure 2) did not allow the heater-induced
measuredat eachheaterfrequencyis plottedas a functionof either saturateor fully recoverfrom heatingsinceprevious
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also located at the same pump frequency as the diagnostic
absorption. The weak "double dip" feature observedin the
anomalous absorption (Figure 7a) is stronglypresentin the
(i.e., phase)had not completelyrecoveredfrom heatingat one self-absorption(Figure 7d). As noted above,the level of selfminimmn
pump frequency before heating at the next frequency absorptionmeasuredaboveand below the absorption
commenced.
on May 15 is essentiallythe same.
It is interestingto note that the quantitiesin Figures6 and 7
appear
to be unaffected by the heater power. This is not.
3.3. Heater Self-Absorption
unexpectedsince the electric field produced by the Troms0
The so-calledheater "overshoot"where an initially strong heatereven at lower powers (ERP - 200 MW) can exceedthe
reflected
pumpsignalis rapidlyattenuated
is a common
feature excitation threshold for the thermal parametric instability
of heating experimentsat Troms0 [Fejer and Kopka, 1981; which is responsiblefor the generationof the FAI.
Joneseta/., 1986; Robinson, 1989]. The rapid quenchingof
the heater signal in the first few secondsafter switch on which
4. ESTIMATEOFELECTRONGYROFREQUENCY
FROMANOMALOUS

measurements at TromsO indicate that the phase changes
exhibit an e-fold time of close to 40 s [Jones et al., 1982;
Robinson, 1989]. It may be then that the electron density

leads to the "overshoot"

effect is a result of the anomalous self-

ABSORFHON MINIMUM

absorptionof the heaterwave. It shouldbe noted that the time
resolution of the data presentedin this paper (- 31 ms) was
insufficient to observethe reductionin reflected heater signal
due to the parametricdecay instabilitywhich occursduring the

Although it is clear that the minimum in anomalous
absorption observed at Troms0 occurs when the pump
frequencyis close to a harmonicof the electrongyrofrequency,
it is not certainwhetherthe minimumoccurswhen the pump is
first few milliseconds
after heater switch on. The heater selfabsorptionmay be quantified as the difference between the exactly at the harmonic. In order to investigate this the
signal level observedduring the first few secondsafter heater electron gyrofrequency estimated from the anomalous
switch on and the quasi-steadylevel obtained after this time. absorptionobservationshas been comparedwith that derived
However,thereare a numberof potentialproblemswhichmust from the IGRF magneticfield model (Figure 8). In this figure
be considered when estimating the self-absorption in this the frequencyat which the minimum in anomalousabsorption
manner. Firstly, if the heateris switchedon during a naturally occurred divided by the gyrofrequencyharmonic number, n
(e.g., for 6.77 MHz, n=5), has been plotted as a function of
occurringdeep fade, then the overshootwill not be presentand
heater
interaction height. Data from all the successful
thereforethe absorptionvalue cannot be calculatedor will be
muchreducedfrom the "flue" value. In the experimentsreported experiments of both campaigns have been included in the
here, there are only 1 or 2 pulses(Figure2) at eachheater figure. The heater interactionheight has been determinedby
frequencywhere the overshootmight be observedand hencethe ray tracing [Jones and Stephenson, 1975] through the
errors associatedwith the measurementof self-absorptionare, appropriateelectron density profile. The ambientreal-height
in general, higher than those associatedwith the diagnostic electron density profiles have been calculatedfrom ionograms
absorption. Secondly, unlike the diagnostic signals, the by utilizing the POLAN computer code [Titheridge, 1985,
vertically launchedheater wave propagatesthroughthe heated 1988]. The solid curve in Figure 8 representsthe electron
gyrofrequencyfc calculatedfrom the followingrelation,
D region before being reflected in the F region. However, D
, wheree andme aretheelectron
chargeandmass,
region effects, e.g., collisional absorption,are likely to occur fc=eB/2•:me
on time scales much shorter (< 0.1 s) than the anomalous respectively,and B is the magneticfield strengthderivedfrom
absorptionin the F region. For the experimentsof the type the IGRF 1990 model extrapolatedto 1991. Observationsof
280 ,
described in this paper, the effect of the propagationof the
heater wave through the D region should be virtually
independent of heater frequency in each, relatively narrow,
frequencyrange. In addition,previousobservationsat TromsO
[Robinson, 1989] indicate that anomalousabsorptionin the F
240

regionis considerably
stronger
thanheater-induced
D region
absorption.
Examples of heater self-absorptionas a function of heater

frequency are presented in Figures 6d and 7d. While the
minimum in self-absorptionon May 16, 1991, is located at
much the same frequencyas for anomalousabsorption(Figure
6a), it is much broaderextendingfor some70 kHz comparedto
about 20 kI-Iz. The asymmetryin frequencyexhibited by the
self-absorptionis also interestingwith the absorptionbelow

n=3

0

n--5

160
]
ß

1.32

the minimum ~ 10 c!B, while above, it is ~ 15 - 20 c!B. This

asymmetrydoes not appearto be the result of a changein the
local ionosphericconditionsand it is not observedfor all of
the experiments(e.g., Figure 7d). It is reasonableto conclude
that the asymmetry in heater self-absorptionis evidence in
favor of an additionalprocesstakingplace at pump frequencies
above the absorptionminimum which reduces the reflected
heatersignalwithout havingany effect on the formationof FAI
and hence the anomalousabsorptionof the diagnostic wave.
The minimum in self-absorptionobservedon May 15, 1991, is

D

IGRF

model
!

ß

1.34

!

1.36

Electron
gyrofrequency
(MHz)

Fig. 8. Electrongyrofrequencyas a functionof height derivedfrom
anomalousabsorptionobservationsand the InternationalGeomagnetic
ReferenceField (IGRF) 1990 magneticfield modelextrapolated
to 1991.

The valuesderivedfromdifferentgyrofrequency
harmonics
(i.e., nfc)
are marked with the varioussymbolsindicated. The dashedlines
representvaluesof the magneticfield separated
from the IGRF model
valuesby +70 nT. The valueof 70 nT represents
the largestvariationin
the magneticfield encounteredduringthe experimentsfor which data
are plotted.
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the magneticfield at two EuropeanIncoherentScatter(EISCAT)
cross magnetometerstations [Liihr et al., 1984] have been

examined.Thestationat Kilpisj'firvi
(KIL) (~ 1.5ø E of Troms0)
measureda field which was typically 120-160 nT below that
predictedby the IGRF model, while the stationat Alta (ALT)

(nearly 4ø E of Troms0)observedvaluesabout10-60 nT less
than the IGRF model. The fields measuredby the two stations
generally varied by less than 70 nT during the courseof an
experiment. However, it must be stressed that these
magnetometers,while close to the heater site, are not on the
sameline of geomagneticlongitudeas the heaterand therefore
the datamustbe interpretedwith care. Examinationof Figure8
revealsa reasonableagreementbetweenexperimentand model
which suggeststhat the minimumin the anomalousabsorption
is indeed related to the electron gyrofrequencyharmonics.
However, there are some large discrepancies between
observation and the IGRF model which cannot entirely be
explainedby natural fluctuationsin the magneticfield (dashed
lines). Since the real-height density profile obtained from
ionogramsdependson a number of assumptions,especially
about the lower ionosphere,it is possiblethat the errors in the
reflectionheightscouldbe largerthanthoseindicatedin Figure
8. Furthermore,it should be noted that the reflection heights
were interpolated from those obtained from the closest
ionograms. For someof the data in Figure 8, ionogramswere
only obtained some time before and after the time when the
absorptionminimum occurred which could therefore lead to
further errors. The large errorsin the measurements,
especially
in the interactionheight, make it difficult to determinewhether
the minimum occursexactly at the harmonic.
5. DISCUSSION

It is generallyaccepted
thatthe anomalous
absorption
of HF
probewavesis a resultof scattering
from FAI generated
by an o
modepumpwave throughthe actionof the thermalparametric
instability [e.g., Graham and Fejer, 1976]. Therefore a
possible explanation for the reduction of anomalous
absorptionin the vicinity of electrongyrofrequency
harmonics
is that the FAI are only weakly excitedby the heaterat these
pumpfrequencies.This interpretation
is alsosupported
by the
disappearance
of the DM from the SEE spectrasinceLeyseret
a/. [1992] arguethatthisfeatureis dependent
on the generation
of upperhybridwaves(UH) in the presence
of FAI. However,
although Fialer [1974] found an increasein field-aligned
scattering crossesectionat pump frequenciesclose to the
secondharmonic,to our knowledgeno radar observationsof
FAI intensity at pump frequencies close to highergyrofrequencyharmonicshave been reported. It shouldbe
notedthatLeyseret al. [1992] foundthat the DM wasabsentin
a limited range of heater frequencies,the exact rangerbeing
dependenton the gyrofrequency
harmonic(5 kHz for n=4, 3
kHz at n=5, and I kHz at n=6). These authorsalso found that

the intensityof the DM wasweakenedat pumpfrequencies
up to
20 kHz from the gyrofrequency harmonic. During the
experiments
reportedhere,the smalleststepin heaterfrequency
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Rao and Kaup [1990] who have developeda theory for upper
hybrid wave conversion into nonpropagatingelectrostatic
electron cyclotron harmonic (Bernstein) modes for
electromagneticwaves close to harmonics of the electron
gyrofrequency,
whereasLeyseret al. [1990] haveattributedthe
absenceof the DM feature to the damping of the UH waves
which are propagatingwith frequenciesnear harmonicsof the
electrongyrofrequency.In bothcases,UH wavesarerequiredin
the first place before either becoming mode converted or
damped,whereasthe excitationof the UH wave itself depends
on the presenceof FAI. On the other hand, the quenchingof
the anomalousabsorptionat frequenciesclose to harmonicsof
the electron gyrofrequencyindicatesthat the intensityof the
FAI is probablyreducedat thesefrequencies,implyingthat the
UH waves may only weakly be excited in the first place. We
therefore suggest that other mechanisms such as direct
conversion of electromagnetic waves into electrostatic
Bernsteinmodesare involved. A detailedcalculationregarding

the requiredthresholdvaluefor the suggested
processis beyond
the scopeof this paperand will be dealtwith elsewhere.
The heater self-absorption is also reduced for pump

frequenciescloseto electrongyrofrequency
harmonics. The
higher level of heater self-absorptionat pump frequencies
abovethe gyrofrequencyharmoniccomparedto thoseobserved
below (Figure 6) is not accompanied
by a similar asymmetryin
the other measured quantities (i.e. anomalous absorption,
absorptiononset time, and phasechanges). This would seem
to indicate that the mechanism leading to additional heater
absorptionwhich operatesabove the gyrofrequencydoes not
result in the intensification of FAI (and hence increased
anomalous absorption) or enhanced large-scale (i.e., phase)

effects. It is interesting to note that in the experiments
performedto date, the asymmetryin heaterserf-absorption
has
always been observed at the fourth harmonic of the
gyrofrequency but never at either the third or the fifth
harmonics. This suggeststhat the mechanismwhich leads to
the asymmetryin self-absorptionrequires the relatively stable
heaterreflectionheightfound for pump frequencieswell below
the F region peak and well abovethe E region.
The "double dip" which is always observedin anomalous
absorption (e.g., Figure 4) at the fifth harmonic and
occasionallyat the fourth harmonic is also seen in the heater
serf-absorption.This featureis alsoobservedwhen the data are
averagedover a numberof experiments(Figure5) and therefore
would appear to be a systematic feature. Currently, there
appearsto be no theoreticalexplanationfor the presenceof the
"doubledip."
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was 10 kHz and thereforeour measurements
may not have been
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